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66 Petroleum , Reputatio n and Industr y Pattern s 

6.11 Introductio n 

Mostt companies consider a good reputation a valuable, individual asset; it attracts inves-
torss and highly qualified employees, it lowers access barriers to resources and assures 
continuancee of operations in times of difficulty. This can make the difference in competitive 
marketss with products that hardly differentiate terms of price, technology or availability. A 
problematicc reputation, on the other hand, can hinder companies in their performance; it 
cann have negative multiplier effects as well. The quality of reputation can be the result of 
individuall company behaviour, e.g. of past choices in strategy and structure or a particular 
approachh to communication, and/or the result of industry effects. Even a superficial read-
ingg of newspapers shows that the oil industry suffers from an environmentally-unfriendly 
imagee compared with many other industries. This image is further aggravated by ecologi-
call disasters, such as oil spills and accidents, which can be directly attributed to the oil 
industryy and issues such as climate change. However, individual companies are bound to 
havee different reputations; environmental impacts differ in size and are caused by different 
oill companies {or their suppliers), and companies have different responses to particular 
reputationn conflicts. It is therefore important to differentiate between industry effects and 
companyy effects. 

Thiss chapter identifies the most important 'issues' of environmental contention in 
thee oil industry and considers whether reputation effects are primarily linked to the indus-
try,, to specific events, and/or whether specific clusters of firms can be distinguished. The 
chapterr starts with an overview of the versatility of the environmental impact of the sector 
(6.2)) and an introduction to issues of reputation for the industry (6.2.1), followed by a dis-
cussionn of the results and limitations of several performance rankings (6.2.2). Subse-
quently,, attention is given to reputation rankings (6.3): these are analysed for clusters of 
companiess and patterns in behaviour. Attention is first given to rankings of overall reputa-
tionn (6.3.1), and then to data on environmental reputation (6.3.2). For both sorts of reputa-
tion,, a reputation commons effect (in which all companies engage in the same trend, irre-
spectivee of their contribution to an event) can be observed. For specific companies, the 
effectt of catalyst events is observed as well. 

6.22 Petroleu m industr y and issue s of reputatio n 

Thee relation between petroleum companies and their contextual environment, especially 
hostt developing economies, is complex. This probably has an impact on their reputation. 
Exampless of extremely complex situations have been given in the introductory chapter. In 
thiss kind of situations, top and middle managers need to focus their attention on many as-
pects:: the economic footprint of the company (e.g. in revenues, opportunities for employ-
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ment);; the technical circumstances of the operations; the impact in environmental terms; 
and/orr the frequently corrupt and sometimes violent contextual environment (see Kaufman, 
Kraayy and Zoido-Lobatón, 2000; Van Hulten, 2000; Wilkins, 1976). As a result, easy solu-
tionss do not seem to be available. Extensive illustrations of the complex impact of oil pro-
ductionn in developing countries are found in Eifert, Gelb and Tallroth (2003) 62; Karl 
(1997);; Ross (2001); the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI)63; and the 
Worldd Bank's Extractive Industries Review64, an extensive evaluation of the impact of its 
investmentss in the industry on poverty reduction and sustainable development. This sec-
tionn concentrates on the environmental footprint of the sector in the form of oil spills, inci-
dentss and climate change and on the discussion of its environmental performance. 

6.2.11 Oil spills , incident s and climat e chang e 

Startingg with the environmental footprint of the sector, the oil and gas industry is one of 
thee most pollution intensive industries (e.g. Tomorrow, 2001, E&P Forum/UNEP, 1997, 
Leonard,, 1988). According to Friends of the Earth International, ExxonMobil would for ex-
ample,, contribute about 5% of global carbon dioxide emissions (FOE, 2004:5). A general 
overvieww of the environmental impact of upstream and downstream operations is shown in 
Tablee 6-1 (categorised for different impacts on different media). 

622 Eifert, Gelb and Tallroth (2003) describe the effect of several types of political systems on the spending of 
oill revenue. Karl (1997) describes the destabilising effects of oil booms on the developmental state of oil ex-
portingg countries and presents a detailed case study of Venezuela. She explains the similar pattern of the 
statess by reference to the similarity of institutional arrangements and patterns of public policy, despite appar-
entt differences in regime types, cultures, and geographic location. Ross (2001) results show that oil exports 
aree strongly associated with authoritarian rule: the mechanism of oiHmpedes-democracy. Using pooled time-
seriess cross-national data from 105 states between 1971-1997, this mechanism is confirmed. Other types of 
minerall exports have a similar effect though agricultural exports do not His research finds support for both a 
'rentier'' effect, which suggests that resource rich governments use low tax rates and patronage to dampen 
democraticc pressures, and a repression effect. The latter holds that resource wealth retards democratisation 
byy enabling the government to better fund the apparatus of repression, 
633 At the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, September 2002, the UK Government 
initiatedd the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) to increase transparency with regard to pay-
mentss and revenues in the sector in countries heavily dependent on these resources (www.dfid.gov.uk, 2003). 
Thee "Publish What You Pay" campaign wants to ensure greater government accountability and is supported by 
severall Northern governments and NGOs. Nigeria and 10 other developing countries agreed to support the 
voluntaryy campaign (Hoyos and Peel, 2003). Angola, ranking high on corruption lists, seems the starkest bat-
tlefrontt in the campaign (Reed and Hoyos, 2003). When BP announced in 2001 that it would make public its 
taxx payments to the Angolan government, the national oil company informed BP that such a move would 
threatenn its business interests in the country; BP recoiled. At the moment, companies are trying to find a safer 
wayy to publish on payments (Hoyos, 2003). 
644 The review was a response to general for stakeholder consultation and NGO requests in particular to stop 
supportingg the industry. In the NGO-view, the negative impact of the industry outweighs the benefits on pov-
ertyy alleviation. The evaluation states that "projects have produced positive economic and financial results, 
althoughh compliance with its environmental and social safeguards remains a challenge" (World Bank Group, 
2003:vii).. This is said to be a bold statement in World Bank language. However, the proposal that the World 
Bankk should phase out all oil projects within five years is probably not acceptable. Industry and governments 
rejectedd the conclusions of the report (Beattie, 2004). 
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Tabl ee 6-1 Petroleu m industry : environmenta l impac t on differen t medi a 

MediumMedium Sector impact oil Upstream impact (2) 
industryindustry (1) 

Atmospheree Global warming, Flaring, venting and purging gases; corn-
ozonee depletion, bustion processes; fugitive gases from 
toxicc releases, loading operations/tankage, losses from 
acidd rain, air pol- process equipment; airborne particulates 
iutionn from soil disturbance during construction 

andd from vehicle traffic; particulates from 
otherr burning sources 

DownstreamDownstream impact (3) 

Emissionss of S02, NOx, hy-
drogenn sulphide, HCs, ben-
zene,, CO, C02, particulate 
matter,, PAHs, mercaptans, 
toxicc organic compound 
odours;; risks of explosions 
andd fires 

Freshh & Aqueous emis- Produced water; drilling fluids, cuttings & 
marinee water sions, toxic re- well treatment chemicals; process, wash 

leases,, ground- and drainage water; sewerage, sanitary and 
waterr contamina- domestic wastes; spills and leakage; cool-
tionn ing water 

Usee of cooling water; emis-
sionss of HCs, mercaptans, 
caustics,, oil, phenols, chro-
mium,, effluent from gas 
scrubbers s 

Soil l Spillss & contami- Physical disturbance as a result of con-
nation,, toxic re- struction (soil erosion due to soil structure, 
leases,, landfill slope or rainfall); contamination resulting 
wastee from spillage/leakage or solid waste dis-

posal;; indirect impact arising from opening 
accesss and social change 

Hazardouss waste, sludges 
fromm effluent treatment, 
spentt catalysts, tars 

Biodiversityy Effect on genes, See atmospheric, aquatic and terrestrial 
speciess & eco- impacts; plus effects on plant/animal corn-
systems,, includ- munity (resulting from variations in water, 
ingg human health air, soil/sediment, noise, light, changes in 

vegetation) ) 

Deforestationn Loss of carbon-
fixingg capacity, 
losss of habitat, 
desertification n 

Naturall re-
sources s 

Impactt on renew-
ablee and non-
renewablee re-
sources,, water 
andd energy use 

Note:: UNEP/E&P Forum (1997) also list the human, socio-economic, and cultural impacts of the industry, 
whichh in practice are hard to separate from explicit environmental impact. Mentioned are changes in: land use 
patternss (direct consequence: land-take and exclusion; indirect consequence: new access routes); local 
populationn levels (result of immigration of labour force and in-migration); socio-economic systems (e.g. new 
employment,, income differentials, different members local groups benefit unevenly); socio-cultural systems 
(direct:: social structure, cultural heritage; indirect: effects on natural resources, value systems foreigners); 
availabilityy of /access to goods and services (housing, education, healthcare, etc.); planning strategies (in case 
off conflict between development and protection, natural resource use, etc); aesthetics (unsightly or noisy fa-
cilities);; transportation systems (increase of infrastructure and effects). 
Source:: (1) Tomorrow, 2001, (2) E&P Forum/UNEP, 1997, (3) WRI, 1998. 

Accordingg to E&P Forum/UNEP (1997), one of them is the sector's lobby organisation, 
many,, if not all, potential environmental impacts of the upstream activity will be eliminated 
orr mitigated with the proper application of management techniques and best environ-
mentall practice. Of course, there may be a big gap between the effect of elimination and 
mitigation,mitigation, as well as in the exact contents of 'proper application'. 

Althoughh the majority of the environmental effects result from normal operating 
procedures,, the occurrence of oil spills during tanker transport and climate change are 
exampless of environmental issues which are in particular associated with negative media 
attention.. The occurrence of oil spills may even be the environmental issue that is most 
familiarr to the general public. The three main reasons of accidental spills are: groundings 
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(35%);; collisions (28%); and hull failure (14%) (ITOPF, 2003). Table 6-2 presents an 
overvieww of 20 major accidental oil spills since 1967. 

Tabl ee 6-2 Twent y majo r accidenta l oi l spill s (ranke d by volume ) 

Year r 

1979 9 

1991 1 

1983 3 

1978 8 

1991 1 

1988 8 

1967 7 

1972 2 

1980 0 

1976 6 

1977 7 

1979 9 

1975 5 

1993 3 

1989 9 

2002 2 

1992 2 

1996 6 

1992 2 

1989 9 

Shipname e 

AtlanticAtlantic Empress 

ABTABT Summer 

CastilloCastillo de Bellver 

AmocoAmoco Cadiz 

Haven Haven 

Odyssey Odyssey 

TorreyTorrey Canyon 

SeaSea Star 

IrenesIrenes Serenade 

Urquiola Urquiola 

HawaiianHawaiian Patriot 

Independents Independents 

JakobJakob Maersk 

Braer Braer 

KharkKhark 5 

Prestige Prestige 

AegeanAegean Sea 

SeaSea Empress 

KatinaKatina P. 

ExxonExxon Valdez 

Location n 

Offf Tobago, West Indies 

7000 nautical miles of Angola 

Offf Saldanha Bay, South Africa 

Offf Brittany, France 

Genoa,, Italy 

7000 nautical miles of Novia Scotia, Canada 

Scillyy Isles, UK 

Gulff of Oman 

Navarinoo Bay, Greece 

Laa Coruna, Spain 

3000 nautical miles of Honolulu 

Bosphorus,, Turkey 

Oporto,, Portugal 

Shetlandd Islands, UK 

1200 nautical miles off Atlantic Coast of Morocco 

Offf the Spanish Coast 

Laa Coruna, Spain 

Milfordd Haven, UK 

Offf Maputo, Mozambique 

Princee William Sound, Alaska, USA 

Spilll * 

287,000 0 

260,000 0 

252,000 0 

223,000 0 

144,000 0 

132,000 0 

119,000 0 

115,000 0 

100,000 0 

100,000 0 

95,000 0 

95,000 0 

88,000 0 

85,000 0 

80,000 0 

77,000 0 

74,000 0 

72,000 0 

72,000 0 

37,000 0 

** In tonnes. Source: International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation, 2003. 

Somee of the spills in this list caused little or no environmental damage, which is probably 
whyy their names are less familiar to the general public. The Exxon-Valdez spill65 is very well 
known,, but only ranks about number 35 on the list (ITOPF, 2003). The accident with 
tankerr Erika (December 1999} does not rank in the top list; its spill was 20,000 tonnes, 
whichh is considerably less than the large spills. However, this does not necessarily mean 
thatt its environmental impact was small. The spill from tanker Jessica, which was stranded 
nearr the Galapagos Islands (January 2001), received a lot of media attention because of 
itss location, but the spill was 'only' 90 tonnes. In this case, favourable wind and currents 
preventedd the spill from having graver environmental consequences (Moss, 2001). 

655 The Exxon Valdez tanker ran aground on 24 March 1989, in Alaska's ecologically sensitive area of Prince 
Williamm Sound. Exxon was not prepared for the crisis and its perceived arrogance resulted in public outrage. 
Lawrencee Rawl, the company's chairman at the time, left subordinates to manage the crisis, Up till now, the 
companyy has spent $3.5 billion on clean-up, rehabilitation and compensation. More than 1 1,000 Alaskans 
receivedd $300 million totally from the company, voluntarily and immediately after the accident. However, com-
pensationn on punitive damage had not been settled until September 2003 (McNulty, 2003c). 
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Otherr examples of large (publicly-known) accidents and controversies in the history 
off the industry are: Bhopal (1984) (Box 6A); Piper Alpha (1988) (ox 6B); the Brent-Spar 
(1995)66;; Nigeria (culminating in 1995); and, the explosion in Toulouse in 2001. Although 
thee Bhopal-incident was an incident in the chemical industry, it is considered to be a trig-
geringg event for petroleum as well; many chemical products are related to or produced by 
thee industry. The 1988-Piper Alpha incident concerned the explosion and burn-down of an 
offshoree platform, during which 167 people died. Its significance for the industry lies in an 
increasedd awareness of the importance of safety issues and management procedures (in-
cludingg the design phase) for petroleum operations in general, and specifically for offshore 
operations. . 

However,, notwithstanding the impact of incidents, it would appear that climate 
changee or the greenhouse effect (principally caused by the production of greenhouse gas 
emissions)677 is a secondary cause of its controversial environmental impact. It directly af-
fectss the industry: the most important greenhouse gas (carbon dioxide) is predominantly 
generatedd by burning fossil fuels, which is produced by the petroleum industry. The 
Americann Petroleum Institute (API) (1999) categorised the technical issues of climate 
changee into seven themes relevant for the sector: emissions estimating and reporting; op-
erationall processing techniques; participation in government programmes; carbon se-
questration;; research and development; automotive partnerships and renewable fuels; and 
alternativee energy supplies. According to CERES (2003) companies can take at least 14 
governancee actions to address climate change in a pragmatic and profitable way. Al-
thoughh academic research shows that companies have made considerable shifts in their 
strategicc position on climate change (see, e.g., Levy and Kolk, 2002), the industry is heav-
ilyy criticised for its response; some NGOs summarise it as five D's: deny, delay, divide, 
dumpp and dupe (TRAC, 1999). 

666 The last three examples are associated with the case-companies and therefore discussed in part III. 
677 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimates that a doubling of effective carbon di-
oxidee levels could lead to an increase of temperature of 1.7 to 4.2 degrees Celsius. Scientific uncertainty ex-
istss with regard to the precise whereabouts of ocean circulation, behaviour of clouds and regional impacts of 
globall warming (IPCC, 2001). Nevertheless, it is acknowledged by more than 180 countries that precautionary 
actionn is needed. They worked together in drafting the Kyoto Protocol, which commits developed countries to 
reducee their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 5.2 % below 1990 levels by 2010, The Protocol will enter 
intoo force in February 2005, but without the participation of the United States. 
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Boxx 6A. The Bhopa l acciden t 
"Bhopal"" is possibly the largest industrial accident in history. The accident at a pesticide plant 

ownedd and operated by Union Carbide India located in Bhopal, India in 1984 actually happened 

inn the chemical industry, but had an impact on the petroleum industry as well because of the 

verticall integration of chemical products in its chain. The disaster began on 3 December 1 984 

withh a gas leak from a tank of methylisocyanate (MIC). The gas leak developed into a toxic cloud, 

whichh drifted into the streets in surrounding sections of the plant. Sleeping residents died mainly 

fromm cardiac or respiratory arrest or were severely injured. 20 years tater, intense disagreement 

stilll exists on the exact cause of the accident, the number of people killed, disabled and injured, 

settlementt issues, and so on. The number of deaths varies from the official figure of the Indian 

governmentt of 3800 (www.bhopal.com, 2003) to 8000 in the immediate aftermath and 20,000 

ass a consequence of the exposure from community and protest groups. Besides this contro-

versyy on casualties, thousands more were injured or disabled (see e.g. 

www.greenpeaceusa.org,, 2003; Dinham and Sarangi, 2002). The protests campaign from the 

Internationall Campaign for Justice in Bhopal (of which, amongst other organisations, Green-

peacee is a member) continues its efforts to compel Dow Chemical (which merged with Union 

Carbidee in 2001) to remove environmental contamination and accept liability for health and 

otherr issues (www.greenpeaceusa.org, 2003). For Dow Chemical, the 'black and white legal 

casee is closed' as the highest courts of India reached a settlement deal in 1989, through which 

Unionn Carbide paid $ 470 million compensation. In 1991, the Indian Supreme Court reviewed 

andd confirmed the settlement. Dow Chemical (2002) states that it will continue its exploration of 

philanthropicc initiatives as a part of good corporate citizenship, but does not want to accept re-

sponsibilityy for the accident. 

Boxx 6B. The Piper Alph a inciden t 
AA second example of a major industrial accident concerns Piper Alpha. The Piper Alpha platform 

wass owned by a consortium of four companies with Occidental Petroleum (Caledonia) Ltd as its 

operator.. It was located in the icy North Sea, some 110 miles North-East of Aberdeen. On 6 July 

1988,, the platform exploded, caught fire, and burned down. 167 People died in the accident 

andd 62 people were injured. Many of those who survived suffered varying degrees of injury and 

trauma.. The serious accident with the platform had little effect on the natural environment and 

wass analysed to result from safety-mismanagement: too many informal communications on the 

permit-to-workk system; firewalls that could not withstand explosions, ignorance of existing safety 

guidelines;; and, bad compliance with results of safety audits and risk management procedures. 

Offshoree design, management, and safety were improved as a result of the inquiry following 

uponn the accident. The significantly different Piper Bravo platform replaced the Piper Alpha; it 

startedd production in 1993 (Conway, Salazar and Byrd, 2000) and continues in operation to 

date. . 

6.2.22 Environmenta l performanc e rankings : non-conclusiv e result s 

Environmentall performance is the theme around which the previous issues revolve. Envi-

ronmentall performance measurement still suffers from a range of methodological short-

comingss as already discussed in Chapter 2. The most important difficulties result from an 

inconsistencyy in indicators, and a lack of agreement on what should be measured. Limited 

accesss to data, its availability and specific interests of researchers result in further limita-

tions.. This makes it hard to compare different rankings. 
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Environmentall performance rankings for the petroleum sector present valuable in-
sights,sights, such as that European companies seem to outperform US companies (Oekom Re-
search,, 2003), and the conclusion that companies could lose up to 6% of their share-
holderr value as a result of environmental risks (Austin and Sauer, 2002). However, these 
rankingss also suffer from the aforementioned limitations. Oekom Research, for example, 
hass a background in the analysis of investment risks analysis and emphasises the use of 
doublee hull tankers and investments in renewables. The World Resources Institute quanti-
fiess the financial impact of the two issues signalled as the greatest challenges to the in-
dustryy in the coming decade: climate change policies, and access to reserves (Austin and 
Sauer,, 2002).68 Management & Excellence (2003), another example, did not release in-
formationn on its methodology, which makes its hardly possible to assess the value of its 
results.. The ultimate illustration of the methodological difficulties is found in the overview 
off environmental performance rankings made by llinitch, Soderstrom and Thomas (1998) 
(shownn in Chapter 2): they compare eight rankings, showing that results are dependent 
onn focus. 

Inn addition, rankings made on the basis of a range of criteria (as investment com-
paniess usually do) are not often available in the public domain; they are frequently kept 
confidentiall because of commercial use (e.g. rankings by Financial Times Business or by 
thee Energy Intelligence Group). According to Elkington, Fennell and Stibbard (1999), the 
industry'ss group of five (ARCO, BP, Conoco, Shell E&P, and Statoil) has been working on 
benchmarkingg techniques in this area for several years. Royal Dutch Shell has already de-
velopedd core sets of key performance indicators and has been involved in setting the GRI 
guidelines.. In 2002, the industry lobby group OGP published a summary of sector per-
formancee for the first time.69 The aim of OGP's reporting system is to increase transpar-
encyy concerning its operations, in response to shareholders and other stakeholders' 
wishes.. However, data are only distributed to participating companies and OGP member-
ship,, except for a summary of cumulative absolute figures for 2001. Furthermore, OGP 
(2002)) declares that reports contain gaps of information in many cases (as the average of 
onlyy 7 countries per company illustrates); data are mentioned to be non-representative of 
globall OGP member performance. Comparison over years and regions is thus impossible. 
Untill the present therefore, OGP has not increased transparency with its initiative; the 
statuss quo is therefore a lack of comparability between companies' reported data. 

Thee lack of a definite answer keeps the reputation debate alive. Although compa-
niess consistently claim to have made changes in their environmental management efforts, 
allegationss of 'greenwash' and 'window dressing' continue to be made,70 referring to the 

688 The methodology of the study defined access to reserves as the proportion of reserves falling into environ-
mentallyy sensitive areas (partly defined by the World Wildlife Fund). The methodology used to determine the 
impactt of climate change made use of five scenarios with changing variables, e.g. for quantities sold, produc-
tionn prices, and carbon permits. Some companies show a competitive advantage in scenarios with increased 
emphasiss on natural gas (Austin and Sauer, 2002). 
699 Five indicators are used in the OGP project: emissions to air; aqueous discharges; discharges of oil-based 
andd synthetic drilling fluids on cuttings; accidental spills; and energy consumption. Data have been collected 
onn an annual basis over four years using common definitions; 26 companies participate and have each sub-
mittedd data for an average of 7 countries. 
700 Some NGOs, for example, copy the layout of a company's annual report to address their concerns about the 
company'ss practices. Examples are Failing the Challenge. The Other Shell Report 2002 by (amongst others) 
Friendss of the Earth (FOE) and BP Annual Report 2002 by London Rising Tide, a UK-based network against 
aa lax attitude on climate change. Examples of their biting criticism: 'We congratulated Shell eight years ago for 
committingg itself to sustainable development. But the shocking reality is that for many communities...little has 
changed',, 'What matters to these communities is not what the company says in glossy brochures' (FOE, 
2003:3).. And: 'Please accept our sincere apologies if you detect at any time an absence of the smooth, reas-
suringg tone that is usually a trademark of our style', 'Our desire to deliver outstanding performance is matched 
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widerr definition of sustainability in a socio-political context. Some CEOs address this kind 
off negative publicity and opinions quite explicitly in their annual and environmental reports; 
theyy refer to the use of poetic language and speak of trust and long lasting commitment 
(forr an overview, see Figure 6-1). 

Figur ee 6-1 Overvie w of compan y statement s relate d to 'windo w dressing ' 

Repso ll  (1) 
"Alll public debates on the envi-
ronmentall effect of human activity 
shouldd be based on information 
andd trust. With its 1997 Environ-
mentall Report, Repsol wishes to 
contributee in strengthening both 
thesee principles" 

Conoc oo  (2) 
"Visionn without reality, of course, is not a 
sustainablee proposition. And in today's 
increasinglyy interconnected world, there 
aree many complex and even conflicting 
realitiess that Conoco must be respon-
sivee to in order to meet the expectations 
off its stakeholders" 

Tota ll  (4) 
"Peoplee are often unfamiliar with our 
challengingg front-line initiatives, which may 
sometimess have been overshadowed by 
suchh distressing events as the sinking of 
thee Erika and the AZF disaster in Tou-
louse,, France. However, a careful re-
view.... reveals that we were committed to 
sustainablee development well before the 
conceptt began garnering broad media 
coverage.. But we cannot afford to sit on 
ourr laurels" 

ExxonMobi ll  (7) 
"Ourr commitment to this value is 
nott motivated by simple altruism or 
ann effort to "look good" in the pub-
licc eye. It stems from sound busi-
nesss reasons, and is backed by a 
significantt investment of time, 
moneyy and planning" 

RepsolYPF(IO ) ) 
"AA permanent attitude of coop-
erationn and transparency in its 
dealingss with public administra-
tionss and local communities. In 
thiss way, the oil and gas busi-
nesss constitutes a source of 
opportunityy rather than conflict" 

Chevro nn  (3): 
"Inn everything we do at 
Chevron,, we strive to be 
"Betterr than the Best". 
Thiss is not just a slogan 
butt the basis for a detailed 
andd deeply held operating 
philosophy" " 

Staa toi l (5): 
"Somee dismiss our statement of corporate 
responsibilityy and contribution to sustain-
ablee development as cheap window dress-
ing,, aimed more at changing perceptions 
thann at improving reality. But any substantial 
gapp between words and deeds is not sus-
tainablee for long. There is no place to hide 
inn today's interconnected world. A good 
reputationn can only be created and main-
tainedd by results. Corporations must walk 
thee talk. Otherwise they will have to pay." 

Exxon (8) ) 
"Ourr performance, consistently 
amongg the best in the industry, 
wass obscured by the accidental 
groundingg of the Exxon Valdez. 
Thiss event, caused by human er-
ror,, led many to forget the extent 
off Exxon's environmental com-
mitment" " 

Texacoo  (11) 
"Whilee this review is 
new,, Texaco's commit-
mentt to dealing re-
sponsiblyy with environ-
ment,, health and safety 
issuess is not* 

Shel ll  (13) 
"Wee had looked in the mirror and we 
neitherr recognised nor liked what we 
saw.. We have set about putting it right, 
andd this report is a small manifestation 
off widespread action taking place 
acrosss the Group" 

Petrobra ss  (6) 
"Whenn we say 
thatt social re-
sponsibilityy to-
dayy is part of 
ourr business, 
wee are not 
merelyy poetic, 
andd even less 
romantic" " 

Shel ll  (9) 
"Ourr commitment to contribute to 
sustainablee development is not a 
cosmeticc public relations exer-
cise.. We believe that sustainable 
developmentt is good for business 
andd business is good for sustain-
ablee development" 

BP(12) ) 
"Duringg 2002, the business world remained 
underr intense scrutiny....While such scrutiny 
cann help to build greater trust in businesses, I 
believee that the lasting guarantees of corporate 
probityy lie within a company rather than outside 
it:: in its people, values and behaviour. This Re-
vieww therefore reiterates 'what we stand for'" 

ARCO(14) ) 
"Manyy people have their doubts about oil companies' commitment 
too protecting the global environment... If there were any doubts 
aboutt ARCO's commitments in this area, I'm pleased to welcome 
youu to this important publication by noting that, quite simply, our 
visionn is to be a leader in providing clean energy We at ARCO 
aree confident that we can that vision a reality" 

(1)) A. Cortina Chairman and CEO (1997) Environmental report, (2) Conoco (2002) Conoco Sustainable 
GrowthGrowth Report, p.6; (3) Kenneth T. Derr, CEO in Chevron (1996), Protecting People and the Environment The 
ChevronChevron Way, (4) T. Desmarest, Chairman and CEO (2002), Total. Sharing our energies. Corporate Social Re-
sponsibilityy Report 2002; (5) Olav Fjell, CEO in: Statoil (2001), The future is now. Statoil and sustainable de-
velopment,velopment, (6) P. Reichstuhl, president in Petrobras (2000), Social Report, (7) L. Raymond, president and 
chairmann and L Noto, vice-chariman in ExxonMobil (2000), Safety health and environment progress report. 

onlyy by a determination to give the impression of taking positive action. This demonstrates that BP is a so-
phisticatedd operator that knows how to balance our core investors' wish for a long-term commitment to oil 
extractionn with the simple petrol consumer's need for guilt soothing clichés' (London Rising Tide, 2003). 
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TheThe people behind the commitment, (8) L Raymond, president and L. Rawl, chairman, in Exxon (1990), HSE 
ProgressProgress Report, (9) Sir P. Watts. Chairman of the Committee of Managing Directors (2002) Meeting the En-
ergyergy Challenge. The Shell Report 2002: (10) A. Cortina Chairman and CEO (2001) Environmental report 
2001]2001] (1 1) J.W. Kinnear, President and CEO (1990), Environment. Health and Safety Review. (12) Lord 
Brownee of Madingley, Group Chief Executive (2002). Environmental and Social Review 2002. (13) Shell 
(1998)) Introduction in Profits and Principles- does there have to be a choice, p.2; (14) M.R. Bowlin, Chariman 
andd CEO (1998), ARCO Environment Health and Safety Report. 

6.33 Industr y reputation : empirica l result s 

However,, a consequence of the present inadequacy of environmental performance rank-

ingss is that improvements in performance are also hard to prove, and reputation thus re-

mainss an issue. This section presents an analysis of several reputation survey results of 

petroleumm companies over the period 1990-2002. Both general reputation and the issue-

specificc environmental reputation are considered for companies in the petroleum sector; 

thee concepts concerning reputation and existing measures were already reviewed and 

selectedd in Chapters 2 and 4. In this chapter, three rankings are included in the analysis of 

'overalll reputation'; and four data sets are included for environmental reputation. In the 

analysiss of the empirical results that have been found, attention is given to: the impact 

and/orr occurrence of a reputation commons effect; the effect of catalyst events; company-

specificc issues; and the reputation mechanism. 

6.3.11 Petroleu m companie s and overal l reputatio n 

Thee results of the first ranking discussed here are the results of America's Most Admired 

Companiess (AMAC), the oldest ranking among them, which focuses on American compa-

nies.. Two graphs are presented, a graph of the top 10 within the sector (Figure 6-2) and a 

graphh of the position of the petroleum companies in the whole sample (Figure 6-3). 

Figur ee 6-2 America n Petroleu m Company : Secto r of Industr y Positio n 

19900 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 

Source:: Fortune ranking 1990-2001. 
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AA higher score in Figure 6-2 represents a better reputation. Some general observations 

aree worth noting. First, all lines move in the same direction over the period: stability is ob-

servedd in the relative positions of most companies indicating a common sector effect. 

Secondly,, two waves of downward trends are noted for most of the companies during the 

period:: the first improvement is observed in about 1994 and, after a fall in 1995/1996, 

againn at the end of the period from 2000 onwards. Company-specific observations are the 

neww entries of Tosco and Unocal, the speedy rise of BP America, and the disappearance 

off USX from the top 10. Furthermore, ExxonMobil climbed back to a first position in the 

sector,, after its fall at the beginning of the 1990s: the ExxonValdez spill clearly had the 

effectt of a catalyst event here. 

Inn the second AMAC-based graph (Figure 6-3), a company's reputation gets better 

whenn it gets closer to the horizontal axis. It presents the position of the petroleum compa-

niess in the total sample of about 450 companies over the period 1 990-2001. The listing of 

thee years 1 998-2001 has been put together on the basis of the published indexes; for the 

otherr years, Fortune did publish the overall positions. 

Figur ee 6-3 Overal l Reputatio n Rankin g America n Petroleu m Companie s 

 0 , —, , , , , , , , , T~-* USX 
19900 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 

Source:: Fortune ranking 1990-2001. 

Thee most important overall observation here is that companies scored better at the begin-

ningg of the period than at the end, resulting in two groups: one group that continued to 

scoree high on reputation (including Shell Oil US, Exxon, BP America, and Chevron), and 

anotherr group which steadily declines. Their general worse ranking means that even 

thoughh these companies stick together on the basis of their scores (within sector stability, 

ass the previous graph showed), companies from other industries started to 'interfere' in 

thee overall ranking. Company-specific results mentioned before show even stronger in this 

graph:: ExxonMobil fell from 6th position in 1989 (not shown) to 110'h position in 1990 be-

causee of the ExxonValdez spill. It climbed back to 1 0th position in 2001 . Some companies 

lostt much of their position in the ranking over the years: for example Atlantic Richfield 

(ARCO),, Occidental Petroleum (Oxy) and USX, moving from 29 to 386, 271 to 443, and 

2522 to 360 respectively. 
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Thee second kind of ranking made by Fortune (from 1997 onwards) is Global Most 
Admiredd Companies (GMAC).7' One graph is presented: namely, of the companies' posi-
tionn within the sector (Figure 6-4). 
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Thee higher the score, the better the reputation of the companies in this graph. The over-
vieww of the reputation ranking of the global petroleum companies again shows the stability 
inn the sector ranking. Only a few lines cross one another. Three groups can be observed: 
onee extending the improvement which started in 1999 (including Shell group, ExxonMobil, 
BPAmocoo and Chevron), a second staying in the middle (TotalFinaElf, Conoco) and the 
thirdd going down. Company-specific remarks are the entry of Asian companies such as 
Sinopecc and SK. Indian Oil and Ssangyong both have a one-time appearance during the 
period.. Because of the merger between Chevron and Texaco, it is interesting to observe 
thatt Chevron was steadily climbing, while Texaco was steadily decreasing in the rating. 
Otherr rankings made by Fortune on basis of this global sample show that petroleum com-
paniess are sometimes the best in a certain category, such as ExxonMobil for financial 
soundnesss in 2002, but are more often mentioned as national champions. In the 'All Stars' 
topp 25 or 50 lists of Fortune, which are based on voting across sectors, the petroleum 
companiess hardly come forward.72 

Thee third ranking, made by the Financial Times, analysed two groups of companies: 
Furooe'ss most respected companies until 1998 and the World's most respected compa-
niess from 1998 onwards. The graphs presented are: a graph of the sector position (Figure 

711 GMAC was not published in 2001. The change was made so that the list would coincide with AMAC publi-
cation. . 
722 Fortune shows its critical stance by its reflections on the position of Enron in this list: "Speaking of falling 
fromm grace, Enron, no.25 last time [2001], also disappeared from the All-Stars list [2002]. 'No company illus-
tratess the transformative power of innovation more dramatically than Enron' we wrote last year. Never mind. 
Wee meant 'fiction' not 'innovation'" (Fortune, 2002). 

Figur ee 6-4 Worl d Petroleu m Companies : Secto r of Industrie s 
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Source:: Fortune ranking, 1990-2001. 
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6-5),, and a graph of the overall position of the companies in the top 25-50 of the sample 
(Figuree 6-6). 

Figur ee 6-5 Positio n in secto r top 10 of petroleu m companie s 
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Source:: Fortune-ranking. 1 994-2002. 

Thee lower score in the first graph, the better the company's reputation. The number of 
dataa points is limited.73 A top 3 was presented by the Financial Times until 1998, and a 
topp 15 from 1998 onwards (only a top 10 for 2002). Overall, petroleum refining compa-
niess take only three positions of the top 1 5 and a declining reputation is signalled for the 
sectorr in comparison with companies from other sectors. A slight improvement can be 
observedd after 1999. Clusters of companies cannot be observed. Examining Figure 6-5, 
thee most important company-specific observation is that (after the inclusion of non-
Europeann companies) ExxonMobil entered the listing in the highest position losing it to 
Shelll Group in 2000, regaining it in 2001, and losing it again in 2002. BP is steadily 
climbingg on the sector list. In this ranking, the Brent Spar and Nigeria crisis (occurrence in 
11 995) do seem to have worked as a negative catalyst event at least to some extent, be-
causee Shell dropped to a third position in 1997 (which measures reputation over the pre-
viouss year). This effect was not observed in the other rankings. According to the FT, Shell 
wass even named as the company dealing best with environmental issues, despite the con-
troversy;; the FT explains the lower position in 1997 as a late reaction to the controversy. 
Thee FT seeks its explanations in Shell's continuous bad publicity (FT, 1997). In 1996, the 
newspaperr still suggested that reputation rankings seemed to depend on the ability to 
achievee sustained success by adopting long-term strategies, while adjusting quickly to 
changingg market conditions: "The findings suggest that companies which score well on 
thesee criteria can ride out short-term reverses or blemishes to their reputation" (FT, 1996). 

733 MNCs important for this study are included in the category 'Energy/Chemicals' or 'Oil, Gas and Mining'. 
Dataa in the graph show the results for companies categorised by Fortune as petroleum refining (standard in-
dustryy code=31), on the basis of the majority of their activities. 
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Figur ee 6-6 Petroleu m rankin g in overal l top 25-50 
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Source:: Fortune-ranking, 1994-2002. 

Figuree 6-6 presents a second graph based on the FT data. In 1995, the FT commented on 
thee extreme variety of the financial performance of companies in this top. According to the 
FT,, this suggests that European managers' perceptions of business excellence are far 
fromm identical to those of investors. The FT also noted that Shell ranked 5th in the top 30 
andd had nearly twice as many points in the list as the second company, BP (in 15th posi
tion).. The graph shows the position of the petroleum companies within the overall top 25, 
30,, 50 or 60, depending on what is shown by the FT. The lower the score, the better the 
company'ss reputation. It is striking to observe the relatively small number of petroleum 
companiess present in this top. The common trend in the AMAC rating of a lower rating 
afterr 1995 can be observed here as well, but builds on only a few observations. BP is an 
exceptionn to the trend, which confirms its frontrunner position in the other rankings. The 
FTT explains this position by reference to BP's 'visionary' leader74 and dramatically im
provedd performance (FT, 1997). However, in the year after, BP disappears from the list, 
returningg in a much lower position in 1 998. However, the Shell contrast is repeated in this 
ranking,, Shell is steadily declining in the ranking (overall and sector specific); in the previ
ouss rankings Shell was one of the frontrunners. However, following the overall trend of im
provementt it does seem to improve its position after 2001, as do BP and ExxonMobil. 

6.3.22 Petroleum companies and 'environmental' reputation 

Forr environmental reputation, the results of four rankings are examined: i.e. the DominiSo-
cial4000 Index, the FTSE4good index, the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, and the results 
fromm an FT survey. Compared to overall reputation, fewer data are available and meth
odologicall issues are stronger. The ratings are, for example, not based on environmental 
issuess only and they are not purely perception-based. However, they do lead to further in
sightss into reputation development for the sector. 

Thee most important results from the KLD/DSI 400 ranking included in the 2002 list 
onn the worldwide web (as of October 2002) is that no single petroleum company of the 
oness ranked75 is part of the Fortune sample in the previous sections. The index on which 
thee ranking is based includes 23 energy companies. Some of them make it to the other 
environmentall rankings, but none of them make it into the Domini social/environmental 

744 The CEO of BP has been the only oil CEO in the top 10 of most respected business leaders of the FT sur
veyy for several years in a row. In contrast, the automotive sector has five companies in the list 
755 Ranked are Anadarko petroleum corporation., Apache corporation, Devon Energy corporation, EOG Re
sourcess inc, Equitable Resources inc, Noble Affiliates inc., and Sunoco inc. 
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rankingg (Domini 400 Social Index, October 2002), as it seems they were outperformed by 

otherr companies. 

Thee FTSE4good consists of several rankings: a European-based, US-based and 

globall ranking. The European top 50 list of June 2001 includes two oil and gas companies 

thatt "have passed the selection criteria with regards to environmental sustainability, rela-

tionshipss with stakeholders and supporting universal human rights" ((FTSE4Good Index 

Series,, October 2002). These two are BP and Royal Dutch petroleum. The US top 50 list 

doess not mention any petroleum company, while the FTSE4Good Global's Top 100 (as 

publishedd on 30 October 2002) includes BP (6th), Totalfinaelf (15th), and Royal Dutch 

Shelll Group (1 7,h)76 (FTSE4Good Index Series, October 2002). 

Thee third ranking, the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, lists the Shell Group as the 

leaderr of its sector for both the European and the World list published in 2002. The en-

ergyy group mentioned in the index is comprised of several aspects of the energy chain: 

gass utilities, pipelines, oil drilling equipment and services, and oil gas and coal companies. 

Amongg the 14 companies mentioned for the World Index (2002) are BP, Norsk Hydro, 

Shelll Group, Shell Canada, Statoil, Suncor Energy Inc., Nexen and Woodside Petroleum 

iss coming up in the rear. In the European list, BP and the Shell Group are found (Dow 

Joness Sustainability Indexes, October 2002). 

Finally,, some interesting results are derived from an additional survey from the FT. 

Inn 2001 and 2002, the FT carried an issue-specific item on environmental reputation 

alongsidee its reputation survey, the results of which can be added to the three previous 

rankings.. The survey distinguished two groups of respondents: CEOs, media commenta-

torss and NGOs (see Figure 6-7). 

Figur ee 6-7 Petroleu m companie s ranke d for environmenta l reputatio n 
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Source:: Financial Times ranking 2001, 2002. 

Onlyy a few petroleum companies are included in both years and in both groups. The list is 

muchh longer for CEOs, for whom a top 30 and top 47 is presented, than for media com

mentatorss and NGOs: a top 20 and a top 8 respectively. The FT does not elaborate on 

thiss or on the choice to combine NGO and media commentators in one group. 

Forr 2001 , a remarkable consensus is observed on BP's number 1 position, with 

Shelll ranking 2"a for the CEOs and 5th for the NGOs. For 2002, BP is ranked 3rd by the 

766 Shell Transport & Trading Co. is an indepent company but related to the energy sector. It turns up in several 
off the environmental rankings: in both the FTSE4good Europe and global and also in the DJSGI, 
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N G OO group but still 1 s t by the CEOs. Furthermore, it is remarkable that Exxon is not 

rankedd by NGOs but ranked 1 7th (2001) and 9th (2002) by the CEOs. For 2002, the me-

d ia /NGOO group includes the same companies as for 2 0 0 1 , although they are ranked 

slightlyy lower. The CEOs include more companies than the previous year; TotalFinaElf and 

Petrobrass are new on their list. An extraordinary entry in both lists is Greenpeace, which is 

noww included side by side with its direct opponents. The NGO is ranked 4th by the NGOs 

andd 5th by the CEOs. 

Thee FT comments that the media and NGOs would choose less internationally-

knownn companies (FT, 2001). The empirical data from Van Tulder and Van der Zwart 

(2003)) confirm this observation: the reputation mechanism is stronger for icon-companies, 

leavingg the non-icon companies the better reputational scores. Other FT comments are: 

"Thee general public thinks ExxonMobil did well for its consumers, they liked ExxonMobil 

evenn though it is a favourite target of the environmental movement. The environmentalists 

doo not dislike all oil companies [as they include some, and put BP first] The greens 

opposee ExxonMobil because of what they see as its unwillingness to help confront global 

warming.. The CEOs, on the other hand, respect ExxonMobil for the practical steps it has 

takenn since the ExxonValdez disaster" (FT, 2001). The FT concludes that the chief execu-

tivess may occasionally have a better feel for the public opinion than the NGOs. Other ex-

planationss are that NGOs choose to take a more extreme political stance to achieve their 

goals,, or that the public just does not consider environmental issues as a part of the con-

sumerr value it assigns ExxonMobil. 

Anotherr company-specific conclusion the FT draws is that BP is successful in its 

reputationn management on environmental issues: "BP has definitely got its message 

across.. The oil group, a leader in one of the most potentially harmful industries, has been 

votedd not only by chief executives but also by activist groups and the media as the com-

panyy that does the most to protect the environment." With regard to the sector, the FT 

observess that 13 companies of the top 20 of most respected companies overall, fail to 

appearr in the CEO list of most environmentally-friendly companies. This casts doubt on 

whetherr the business world yet regards environmental performance as crucial to evaluat-

ingg corporate success and reputation. For 2002, the difference is smaller; 15 of the top 

200 companies appear in the CEO environmental ranking. 

Inn 2 0 0 1 , the most commonly cited criteria of what constitutes good environmental 

managementt are: 1. The development of, and investment in, cleaner greener products and 

processess (both CEO and NGO polls); 2. Clearly defined environmental strategy/code; 

andd 3. communication outside about ethical behaviour/services and products (FT, 2001). 

InIn 2002, developments in environmental technology again became an important factor in 

thee explanations to nominate companies. This may also be the reason why the 2002 

rankingg is again dominated by engineering, energy and chemical companies, which are 

responsiblee for the majority of the environmental impact. The cynical explanation is that 

thosee companies have developed the most sophisticated communication techniques on 

environmentall performance. Another explanation is that some companies have been 

praisedd for improving performance. 

6.44 Conclusion s 

Thiss chapter has examined the developments in reputation for companies in the petroleum 

industry:: Can the results only be explained as common industry trends? Can they be at-
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tributedd to specific catalyst events over time? Or, are developments linked to specific 
companiess and clusters? The results indicate that the sector is losing territory: a declining 
overalll reputation is observed, both over the years and vis-a-vis other sectors. This reputa-
tionn commons effect is confirmed by the results for environmental reputation. The cluster 
off companies with frequent high scores is characterised by a relatively large size; how-
ever,, exceptions to this situation are also observed. A summary of trends and clusters for 
thee specific datasets is shown in Table 6-3. 

Tablee 6-3 Petroleum & reputation: trends and clusters for the developments 1990-2002 

Overalll trend Clusters 

Reputationn commons effect: Relative stability Comparable clusters for high scoring companies; 
== in positions of companies versus one another specific categorisations between regions or compa-
22 for all ratings; overall decline versus other nies cannot be made. 
2:2: sectors. Frequent high scores: Shell, ExxonMobil, BP, Chev-

Improvementss from 1999, 2000, 2001. ron 
Rest:: steady decline 

100 Reputation commons effect: Overall, only a No clusters can be observed; European companies 
gg few, mostly European petroleum companies are mostly included. However, specific categorisa-
EE make it into the available environmental tions cannot be made due to limited data (for 2001 
oo rankings. It seems the sector is outperformed and 2002 only). 
>> by other sectors. Ranked: BP, Shell, Exxon, Statoil, Petrobras, To 

ww talFinaEtf 

Note:: Results based on four overall reputation rankings and three environmental reputation rankings. 

Althoughh some improvement is observed towards the end of the period, the analysis 
showss a downward trend for overall reputation. Taken overall, the relative positions 
amongstt companies in the sector are relatively stable, which confirms a reputation com-
monss effect. Within this overall trend, regional patterns are observed. Latin American and 
Asiann companies are less present in the rankings and start in the lower positions. The US 
companiess split into two groups: one group declines in reputation, while another group 
steadilyy improves its reputation. In addition to regional patterns, the position of the com-
paniess is related to relative size: larger companies tend to score better. For the Latin 
Americann positions, a low degree of internationalisation may be an additional explanatory 
factor.. Although less convincing, the effect of size is also observed for European compa-
nies.. In general, the declining trend cannot be linked to specific incidents, except for Shell 
andd Exxon. Both companies have stable high scores which they managed to regain: 

•• For Exxon, the ExxonValdez is clearly observable as the event catalysing its nega
tivee development at the beginning of the 1990s. Falling from 6th to 110th position 
fromm 1989 to 1990 in the AMAC rating, ExxonMobil had climbed back to 10th posi
tionn and sector leadership in 2001. 
Shelll belongs to the cluster of companies with a good reputation and had man
agedd to further improve its position at the end of the period. Shell's position only 
declinee in the FT ranking which may be explained as a belated effect of the Brent 
Sparr and Nigeria crisis. The effect of this catalyst event on Shell's overall reputation 
iss only observed in this ranking, and Shell has managed to restore its reputation. 
Thiss confirms the FT's earlier 1996-suggestion that short-term effects on reputation 
cann be overcome when companies achieve sustained success by means of long-
termm strategies (FT, 1996). 

Thee results for environmental reputation show the presence of a relatively small number of 
companies,, especially considering the economic and political importance of the sector. In 
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addition,, a regional pattern is observed; the rankings include primarily European compa-
nies.. Further similarities between the companies are their significantly large size, familiar 
brandd names, and high degree of internationalisation. Most prominent members and thus, 
exceptionss to the sector pattern, are BP and Shell. The results for environmental reputa-
tionn again indicate a reputation commons effect; the few results confirm that petroleum 
companies'' environmental performance is generally not rated highly. Due to the compa-
nies'' limited presence in the rankings, further categorisations are hard to make. However, 
thee effect of including different stakeholder groups is shown by the FT survey: this sup-
portss the effect of a reputation mechanism. 

Too summarise, the examination confirms the perceived problematic reputation of the sec-
tor,, both for overall reputation as well as for environmental reputation. The developments 
confirmm a reputations commons effect, although the effect of catalytic events is observed 
forr specific companies only. In the results, clusters of companies are observed on the ba-
siss of regional patterns, size and degree of internationalisation. In addition, the reputation 
mechanismm is confirmed: specific stakeholder groups make different rankings. 

Thee discussion above provides information on the first part of the proposition re-
latedd to reputation (P4 in Chapter 3). It shows that the occurrence of a catalytic event can 
negativelyy affect a company's reputation; however, the effect of catalytic events on the 
sectorr as a whole does not show from the results. The strong presence of Shell and Exxon 
alsoo shows that companies can restore their reputation after an event. On the other hand, 
reputationn is a multi-dimensional construct: companies without a company-specific cata-
lyticc event do not necessarily have a good reputation. Those thoughts are reflected in 
Figuree 6-8. 

Figuree 6-8 Reputation and catalytic events: framing of results 
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